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you need to begin by asking why people would want to follow you what do you offer that thousands of other 

accounts don t is it entertainment are you a good singer musician dancer or stand up comedian are you so bad at 

those things that you can make your videos funny can you create entertaining prank videos can you motivate people 

or provide them with helpful hints to improve their lives or are you merely yet another lip syncher who doesn t add 

any value to your video clips 
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obviously the higher your engagement rate the more successful brands will consider you and the higher they will 

be willing to pay it is difficult to find overall engagement rates for tiktok all the published ones appear to wrongly 

equate engagement with the percentage of people opening the app once a day however like most social media 

networks you can calculate your individual tiktok engagement with the following formula number of hearts 

number of comments number of followers x100 you can calculate this either for a single post or overall we 

suggest that you add together the figures for your last 20 posts when you make this calculation overall 

don t forget to interact with your viewers make sure that you reply to comments that people leave on your videos 

it may seem like hard work to you but it makes your followers believe you care and take notice of them 

promote your videos on your other social channels and your blog too if you have one the more people who know 

about your content the more will watch and like it the more you promote your content the more additional 

followers you are likely to gain and the closer you will be to being considered an influencer 

although you can t share in tiktok advertising revenue successful tiktok performers can still make money on the 

platform the most obvious way is by influencer marketing if you can build a sufficient following of dedicated viewers 
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you can market yourself to brands to sell products to your audience s demographic once you have keen followers 

you can create and sell merchandise to them particularly if you make your name in an unusual niche rather than 

just lip synching you can also launch your career through tiktok 

examples of the emoticons which can be bought by tiktok livestream viewers are the panda for 5 coins italian hand 

5 love bang 25 sun cream 50 rainbow puke 100 concert 500 i m very rich 1 000 and drama queen 5 000 

 


